Here we study the problem of predicting labels for large text corpora where each text can be assigned a variable number of labels. The problem might seem trivial when the label dimensionality is small, and can be easily solved using a series of one-vs-all classifiers. However, as the label dimensionality increases to several thousand, the parameter space becomes extremely large, and it is no longer possible to use the one-vs-all technique. Here we propose a model based on the factorization of higher order word vector moments, as well as the cross moments between the labels and the words for multi-label prediction. Our model provides guaranteed converge bounds on the extracted parameters. Further, our model takes only three passes through the training dataset to obtain the parameters, resulting in a highly scalable algorithm that can train on GB's of data consisting of millions of documents with hundreds of thousands of labels using a nominal resource of a single processor with 16GB RAM. Our model achieves 10x-15x order of speed-up on large-scale datasets while producing competitive performance in comparison with existing benchmark algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-label prediction for large text corpora is an upcoming problem in Large-Scale Machine Learning. Unlike the multi-class classification where a text is assigned only one label from a set of labels, here a text can have a variable number of labels. A basic approach to the problem is to use 1-vs-all classification technique by training a single binary classifier for every label. However, if there are L labels and the data has D dimension, then these 1-vs-all models require O(DL) parameters. Most of the text corpora has moderate to high dimension (vocabulary size), and 1-vs-all models for label prediction is feasible as long as L D. However, as the number of labels increases to a point when L ∼ D, it is no longer possible to use 1-vs-all classifier, since the number of parameters required increases to O(D 2 ), and the model can no longer be stored in the memory [15] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Recently there has been attempts to reduce the complexity of such models, by using a low rank mapping Φ : R D → R L in between the data and the labels. If the rank of such mappings is limited to K D, then the model requires Θ ((L + D)K) parameters. Both WSABIE [14] and LEML [15] utilizes such mappings. WSABIE defines weighted approximate pair-wise rank (WARP) loss on such mappings and optimizes the loss on the training dataset. LEML uses similar mapping but generalizes the loss function to squaredloss, sigmoid loss or hinge loss, which are typical to the cases of Linear Regression, Logistic Regression, and Linear SVM respectively.
Both of WSABIE and LEML uses low-rank discriminative models, where the low-rank mapping usually has the form Z = HW , where W ∈ R D×K and H ∈ R L×K . Here we propose a generative solution for the same problem using latent variable based probabilistic modeling. Unlike the usual cases where such latent variable models are trained using EM, we use Method of Moments [2] to extract the parameters from the latent variable model. We show that our method can be globally convergent when the sample size is larger than a specific lower bound, and establish theoretical bounds for the extracted parameters. We also show the competitive performance of our method regarding classification measures as well as computation time.
LATENT VARIABLE MODEL
We use a generative model as shown in Figure 1 . The underlying generative process of the model is described as follows.
Generative Model
Let us assume that there are N documents, the vocabulary size is D, and total number of labels are L. For any document d ∈ {d1, d2 . . . dN } we first choose a latent state of h ∈ {1, 2 . . . K} from the discrete distribution P h , then we choose an word v ∈ {v1, v2 . . . vD} from the discrete distribution P v|h , and a label l ∈ {l1, l2 . . . lL} from the discrete distribution P l|h . The generative process is as follows,
Let us denote the probability of the latent variable h assuming the state k ∈ 1 . . . K as, 
Let us define µ k ∈ R D as the probability vector of all the words conditional to the latent state k ∈ 1 . . . K, i.e.
and γ k ∈ R L as the probability vector of all the labels conditional to the latent state k ∈ 1 . . . K, i.e.
Let the matrix O ∈ R D×K denote the conditional probabilities for the words, i.e.
Similarly, let Q ∈ R L×K denote the conditional probabilities for the words, i.e.
We assume that the matrix O and Q are of full rank, and their columns are fully identifiable. The aim of our algorithm is to estimate the matrices O, Q and the vector π.
Following the generative model in equation 1, we can define the probability of individual word as,
where µ k j is the jth element of the vector µ k , for j ∈ [D]. Therefore, the average probability of the words across the data can be defined as,
From [2] , if we define M2 as the pairwise probability matrix, with M2 i,j = P vi, vj , we can express it as,
Similarly, the tensor M3 defined as the third order probability moment, with M3 i,j,τ = P [vi, vj, vτ ] ∀i, j, τ ∈ {1, 2 . . . D}, can be represented as,
Further, if we define the cross moment between the labels and the words as M2L, with M2L τ,i,j = P [lτ , vi, vj], where i, j ∈ {1, 2 . . . D} and τ ∈ {1, 2 . . . L}, then
Parameter Extraction
In this section, we revisit the method to extract the matrices O and Q as well as the latent state probabilities π. The first step is to whiten the matrix M2, where we try to find a matrix low rank W such that W M2W = I. This is a method similar to the whitening in ICA, with the covariance matrix being replaced with the co-occurrence probability matrix in our case.
The whitening is usually done through eigenvalue decomposition of M2. If the K maximum eigenvalues of M2 are
, and the corresponding eigenvectors are {ω k } K k=1 , then the whitening matrix of rank K is computed as W = ΩΣ −1/2 , where Ω = ω1|ω2| . . . |ωK , and Σ = diag(ν1, ν2, . . . , νK ). Upon whitening M2 takes the form
Henceμ k = √ π k W µ k are orthonormal vectors. Multiplying M3 along all three dimensions by W , we get
Upon canonical decomposition ofM3, if the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are {λ k } K k=1 and {u k } K k=1 respectively, then
k , and,
The µ k s can be recovered as . it is sufficient to compute µ k = W † u k , since λ k will be cancelled during normalization.
It is possible to compute the γ k for k = 1 . . . K through the factorization of second and third order moments of the labels. However, it is not possible to match the topics between µ1:K and γ1:K . Therefore, we use the cross moment M2L between the words and the labels. If we multiply the tensor M2L twice by W , we get
If the kth eigenvalue ofM3 is u k ,
are orthonormal. Thus, we can make sure that µ k and γ k will correspond to the same topic k for k = 1, 2 . . . K. Therefore,
where, U = [u1|u2| . . . |uK ] are all the K eigenvectors of the tensorM3.
Label Prediction
Once we have O and π, the probability of a document d given h can be expressed as,
where W d is the set of distinct words in the document d.
Then the document personalization probabilities P h = k|d can be estimated using Bayes Rule.
Then the probability of a label l for the document can be computed as,
The labels are ranked by the probabilities P l|d , and the labels with highest ranks are assigned to the document. If the number of unique words in a test document is n d = |W d |, then the prediction step has a complexity of Θ ((n d + L)K) to compute the probability for all L labels.
IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL
We create an estimation of the sparse moments M2 by counting the pairwise occurrence of the items across the selections made by all the users in the dataset, and normalizing by the total number of occurrence in each case. This can be achieved in one pass through the dataset using frameworks like Hadoop. Alternately, if X ∈ R N ×D is the sparse matrix representing the data, then the pairwise occurrence matrix can be estimated by X X, whose sum of all elements is,
where xi ∈ R D is the row of X corresponding to the ith document, and |xi| is the total number of the words in that document. Therefore, M2 can be estimated as,
Similarly, the triple-wise occurrence tensor can be estimated as X ⊗ X ⊗ X, and the sum of all of the elements of the tensor is v v v X ⊗X ⊗X = N i=1 |xi| 3 . Therefore, M3 can be estimated as,
The dimensions of M2 and M3 are D 2 and D 3 respectively, but in practice, these quantities are extremely sparse. M2 has a total number of elements O N i=1 |xi| 2 , with the worst case occurring when no two documents has any word in common, and all the pairwise counts are 1. The whitening of M2 is carried out through extracting the K maximum eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. This step is the bottleneck of the algorithm. We use the eigs function in Matlab for computing the eigenvalues, which uses Arnoldi's iterations, and has a complexity O (
Algorithm 1: Method of Moments for Parameter Extraction
Input: Sparse Data X ∈ R N ×D , Label Y ∈ R N ×L and K ∈ Z + Output: P v|h , P l|h and π
EstimateM
, and corresponding eigenvectors as {ω k } K k=1 . Define Ω = ω1|ω2| . . . |ωK , and Σ = diag (ν1, ν2, . . . , νK ) 3. Estimate the whitening matrixŴ = ΩΣ −1/2 so thatŴ M 2Ŵ = IK×K
3 = 1 N i=1 |xi| 3 XŴ ⊗ XŴ ⊗ XŴ (pass #2) 5. Compute eigenvalues {λ k } K k=1 and eigenvectors {u k } K k=1 ofM3. AssignÛ = [u1|u2 . . . |uK ].
Estimate the columns of
As for M3, we do not need to explicitly compute it. Sincẽ M3 = M3(W, W, W ), we can estimateM3 right away as,
ComputingM3 takes a second pass through the entire dataset, and has a complexity of
where yi is the label vector of ith document, and |yi| is the total number of labels assigned to that document. Therefore, M2L can be estimated as,
We do not need to compute M2L either. Once we obtain the eigenvectors U ofM3, since Q = M2L(W U, W U ) from Equation 13 , we can estimate Q right away as,
This step has a complexity of O(K 2 N i=1 |yi|). The entire algorithm is outlined as Algorithm 1. The eigenvalue decomposition ofM3 has a complexity of O K 4 log(1/ ) to compute each eigenvector up to an accuracy of [8] . The overall complexity is
We used the Tensor Toolbox [4] for tensor decomposition. Once the matrix O and π are extracted, it requires one more pass through the entire dataset to compute P [l|h], resulting in a total of three passes to extract all parameters. The label prediction step has a complexity of "airlines and airplanes", "hijacking", "terrorism"
"airlines and airplanes" (0.34), "terrorism" (0.30), "united states international relations" (0.27), "elections" (0.22), "armament, defense and military forces" (0.18), "internationalrelations" (0.18), "bombs and explosives" (0.15), "murders and attempted murders" (0.13), "biographical information" (0.13), "islam" (0.12)
"terrorism" (0.12), "united states international relations" (0.08), "airlines and airplanes" (0.07), "world trade center (nyc)" (0.07), "hijacking" (0.07), "united states armament and defense" (0.07), "pentagon building" (0.03), "bombs and explosives" (0.03), "islam" (0.02), "missing persons" (0.02) "armament, defense and military forces", "civil war and guerrilla warfare", "politics and government"
"civil war and guerrilla warfare" (0.62), "united states international relations" (0.39), "united states armament and defense" (0.23), "armament, defense and military forces" (0.23), "internationalrelations" (0.17), "oil (petroleum) and gasoline" (0.11), "surveys and series" (0.10), "military action"
(0.09), "foreign aid" (0.08), "independence movements" (0.08) "united states international relations" (0.09), "civil war and guerrilla warfare" (0.09), "united states armament and defense" (0.06), "politics and government" (0.04), "armament, defense and military forces" (0.03), "internationalrelations" (0.02), "immigration and refugees" (0.02), "foreign aid" (0.02), "terrorism" (0.02), "economic conditions and trends" (0.02) for some δ ∈ (0, 1). Then, if the number of samples N ≥ max(n1, n2, n3), where
CONVERGENCE BOUND ON PARAME-TERS
for some constants c1 and c2, and we run Algorithm 1 on these N samples, then the following bounds on the estimated parameters hold with probability at least 1 − δ,
where σ1(M2) . . . σK (M2) are the K largest eigenvalues of the pairwise probability matrix M2,d2s
The proof is included in the appendix.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used six datasets for our methods, as described in table 1. The datasets range from small datasets like Bibtex with 4880 training instances with 159 labels to large datasets like WikiLSHTC with around 1.7M training instances with 325K labels. Since LEML is shown to outperform WSABIE and other benchmark algorithms on various small and large-scale datasets in [15] , we benchmark the performance of our method against LEML. Also both LEML and MoM has similar model complexity due to similar number (Θ ((L + D)K)) of parameters for the same latent state dimensionality K. For LEML, we ran ten iterations for the smaller datasets (Bibtex and Delicious) and five iterations for the larger datasets, since the authors of LEML chose a We measured AUC (of Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)) against K. AUC is a versatile measure, and is used to evaluate the performance of classification as well as prediction algorithms [11] . Also, it is shown that there exists a one-to-one relation between AUC and Precision-Recall curve in [7] , i.e., a classifier with higher AUC will also achieve better Precision and Recall. We carried out our experiments on Unix Platform on a single machine with Intel i5 Processor (2.4GHz) and 16GB memory, and no multi-threading or any other performance enhancement method is used in the code. For AmazonCat and WikiLSHTC datasets, we ran LEML on an i2.4xlarge instance of Amazon EC2 with 122 GB of memory, since LEML needs significantly larger memory for these two datasets (Figure 2 ). We computed AUC for every test documents and perform a macro-averaging across the documents, and repeat the experiments for K = {50, 75, 100, 125, 150} (Figure 2 ). Both LEML and Method of Moments perform very similarly, but the memory footprint (Figure 2 ) of MoM is significantly less than LEML. MoM takes longer to finish for the smaller datasets like Bibtex or Delicious since tensor factorization takes a lot more time compared to the LEML iterations on smaller datasets. However, for the larger datasets, each iteration of LEML becomes extremely costly, and MoM takes a fraction of the time taken by LEML. For WikiLSHTC dataset, LEML takes more than two days to finish, while MoM finished within a few hours. The runtime as well as speed-up is shown in Table 3 for K = 100. Due to the large discrepancy between the runtime of LEML and MoM for the 
CONCLUSION
Here we propose a method for multi-label prediction for large-scale datasets based on moment factorization. Our method (MoM) gives similar performance in comparison with state-of-art algorithms like LEML while taking a fraction of time and memory for the larger datasets. MoM takes only three passes through the training dataset to extract all the parameters. Since MoM consists of only linear algebraic operations, it is embarrassingly parallel, and can easily be scaled up in any parallel eco-system using linear algebra libraries. In our implementation, we used Matlab's linear algebra library based on LAPACK/ARPACK, although we did not incorporate any parallelization.
Both LEML and MoM have error bound of O(1/ √ N ) on training performance w.r.t. the number of training samples N . However, when we compute the AUC on test dataset, the AUC of LEML decreases with latent dimensionality(K) for some datasets, including the larger dataset of AmazonCat containing more than 1M training instance. This shows the possibility of over-fitting in LEML. MoM, on the other hand, is not an optimization algorithm, and the parameters are extracted from Moment Factorization rather than optimizing any target function. It is not susceptible to overfitting, which is evident from its performance. On the other hand, MoM has the requirement N ≥ Ω(K 2 ) on the number of documents in the training set, and it will not work if N < Θ(K 2 ). However, for smaller text corpora where N < Θ(K 2 ) hold, 1-vs-all classifiers are usually sufficient to predict the labels. We need dimensionality reduction techniques for large text corpora where 1-vs-all classifiers fail, and MoM provides a very competitive choice for such cases.
Let D be the eigenvectors ofŴ M2Ŵ , and A be the corresponding eigenvalues. Then we can write,Ŵ M2Ŵ =ADA . Then W =Ŵ AD −1/2 A whitens M2, i.e., W M2W = I. Therefore,
B. TENSOR NORM
Let us define the second order operator norm of a tensor T ∈ R D×D×D as,
Lemma 1. For a tensor T ∈ R D×D×D , ||T ||2 ≤ ||T ||F , where ||T ||F is the Frobenius norm defined as,
Proof. For any real matrix A, ||A||2 ≤ ||A||F . Let us unfold the tensor T as the collection of D matrices, as, T = {T1, T2 . . . TD}. Then,
Therefore,
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Let us define εM 3 = ||M3 −M3||2. Then from Appendix B in [6] ,
Please note that ||M3||2 ≤ ||M3||F ≤ 1, because M3 is a tensor with individual elements as probabilities.
K×K×K , where T is an symmetric tensor with orthogonal decomposition T = K k=1 λ k u k ⊗ u k ⊗ u k with each λ k > 0, and E has operator norm ||E||2 ≤ . Let λmin = min K k=1 {λ k } and λmax = max K k=1 {λ k }. Let there exist constants c1, c2 such that ≤ c1 ·(λmin/K), and N ≥ c2(log K + log log (λmax/ )). Then if Algorithm 1 in [2] is called for K times, with L = poly(K) log(1/η) restarts each time for some η ∈ (0, 1), then with probability at least 1 − η, there exists a permutation Π on [K], such that,
Therefore, we need, N ≥ c2 log K + log log Kλmax c1λmin
This contributes in the first lower bound (n1) of N in Theorem 1.
C. TAIL INEQUALITY
Lemma 3. If we draw N i.i.d. documents x1, x2 . . . xN through the generative process in Equation 1, with the labels as y1, y2 . . . yN , and the vectors probability mass function of the words v estimated from these N samples arep(v) whereas the true p.m.f is p(v) with v ∈ {v1, v2 . . . vD} , then with probability at least 1 − δ with δ ∈ (0, 1),
where,d1s
, and |xi| is the sum of all entries in row xi of the data X as described in section 3.
Proof. The generative process in Equation 1 results in N sample documents x1:N that are vectors of count data, with |x| = n d , where x is the sample corresponding to the document d, and n d is total number of words in that document. From here, we can show that ||x|| ≤ |x| = n d , since x has only positive entries. Since the count of all words in a documents is always bounded, the samples have bounded norm.
Without loss of generality, if we assume ||x|| ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ X, then from Lemma 7 of supplementary material of [13] , with probability at least 1 − δ with δ ∈ (0, 1),
where E stands for expectation from the population, andÊ stands for the expectation estimated from the N samples, i.e.,Ê
Now, since each of our samples x1:N contains count data, probability of the items can be estimated from the training data asp(v) =Ê 
, and using this in Equation 40, we get the first inequality of the Lemma (Equation 37).
, the pairwise and triple-wise probability matrices can be estimated as,
, we can establish the following equations,
Substituting these equations in Equation 41 and 42, we complete the proof.
Also, if yi represents the label vector associated with ith document, whereas xi represent the word vector, 
Therefore, using union-bound principle on the above two probability, Also, to satisfy εM 2 ≤ σK (M2)/2, we need,
Or, N ≥ Ω
. This contributes in the second lower bound (n2) of N in Theorem 1.
Also, from Equation 33,
From Lemma 2, ≤ c1 · (λmin/K), and we can assign as the upper bound of εtw. To satisfy this, we need,
Since πmax ≤ 1, we need
